**09 OCT 07 4x CACHES DISCOVERED (MISCAP RELATED), FETOAH, B/2-14, ZONE 303A, 2-10 MTN**

**MIND-C EVENT 7**
**UNIT: 210 MTN DN**

**WHAT: CACHE**

**WHEN: 090920 OCT 07**

**WHERE: 385MB 19600 67941**

**TIME/LINE:**

0900: 3/2-14 REPORTS FINDING A CACHE IN B/2-69S AO

LED BY A CLC. INITIAL EXPLOITATION OF THE SITE

YIELDED 25X BLASTING CAPS (IN PACKAGES), 50 LBS OF

HME, 4X 60MM MORTAR ROUNDS, 1X AK47, 1X RPC (W

TRIPOD), 1X AK47 POUCH RIG, 2X M4S AND 1X M249

0935: WEAPONS INITIALLY DESCRIBED AS BEING IN

GOOD CONDITION

0955: RECEIVED SERIAL NUMBERS FROM GROUND

ELEMENTS. THE SERIAL NUMBER ON THE M249 (013270)

SERIAL NUMBER IS ONE DIGIT OFF OF THE REPORTED

SERIAL NUMBER FROM A DUSTWIND SWS M249 (131270).

UPON FURTHER EXPLOITATION AN M203 (ATTACHED TO

AN M1) WAS ALSO FOUND TO HAVE MATCHING SERIALS

WITH A DUSTWIND WEAPON (158324).

1226: B/2-69 REMAINS ON SITE. 3/2-14 SP CACHE SITE

WITH 7 DETAIN EES ENROUTE TO PB WARRIOR KEEP

FOR TQ

1242: 22/10 IA - GUARDIAN B/2-69 - BAYONET & SP LIONS

DEN ALONG WITH 40IA TO EXPLOIT CACHE SITE

FURTHER

1246: EOD INVESTIGATOR SP CAMP STYRKER TO CACHE

SITE

1254: 1/2-69 Brought 2X DETAIN EES FOR TQ TO CPB

LIONS DEN

1300: 3/2-69 FOUND A MAN MADE HIDE SITE IVO THE

CACHE SITE (385MB 19549 67920)

1403: EOD LUL AIRSPACE CLEAR

1422: 09-01 IA

1431: EOD REDUCED HME & MORTAR ROUNDS

1814: UPDATE: B/2-14 FOUND 4X CACHES IVO AREA OF

ORIGINAL REPORT

**Q2 ASSESSMENT:**

THE WEAPONS WERE FOUND VIA B/2-14 THEY

WERE GOING TO BE LED TO A SMALL CACHE IN VICINITY

OF THE MEHDI BRIDGE, BUT THE SOURCE ESCORTED

THEM FURTHER NORTH. CURRENTLY, THERE ARE 9X

DETAIN EES IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE CACHE.

A DETAINED

AND TAKEN BACK TO PB LION'S DEN WITH

REPORTING STATES HE HAS BEEN

WORKING WITH BOTH AQI AND COALITION FORCES.

X OTHER DETAIN EES WERE TAKEN BACK TO PB WARRIOR

KEEP FOR TACTICAL QUESTIONING TO FURTHER

DEVELOP THE SITUATION.

**SUMMARY:**

USCENTCOM FOIA 13-0045

4X CACHES

1X HIDE SITE

9X DETAIN EES FOR TQ

**CACHES:**

**CACHE 1:**

385 MB 1968 6792

- 1X PKW WITH AMMO
- 1X BOX OF AMMUNITION
- 4X 60MM MORTAR ROUNDS
- 2X FUSES

**CACHE 2:**

385 MB 1959 6793

- 1X MORTAR TRIPOD
- 5X FULL AK-47 MAGS
- 1X AMMUNITION POUCH
- 25X BLASTING CAPS
- 20X SMALL TUBES OF HME
- 11X LARGE LURES OF HME

**CACHE 3:**

385 MB 1965 6797

- 2X M4 CARBINES (W204121, W204135)
- 1X M203 (158824)
- 1X M249 (013270)
- 1X SLING
- 1X 100 5.56MM ROUNDS
- 1X SAW POUCH FULL
- 9X 5.56 MAGAZINES
- 2X ANPEQ-2A
- 6X 40MM HEDP
- 2X 40MM STAR CLUSTERS
- 1X MK26
- 1X M60
- 1X ACOG

**CACHE 4:**

385 MB 1961 6796

- 3X MAGAZINE HOLSTERS
- 1X AK-47 RIFLE
- 1X BOX OF LOOSE ROUNDS
- 30 MOSTLY EMPTY AK-47 MAGAZINES
- 1X BACKPACK
- 1X V3-17 PANEL
- 2X WIRES
- 1X INVOICE FOR MORTAR
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